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Tell us a little bit about your 

background.

I’m originally from Gulangyu, 

off the coast of Xiamen, but I 

moved to the UK when I was 14. 

I graduated in textile design at 

the London College of Fashion 

while training at Luella and 

Jasmine de Milo, and then 

went on to work for Alexander 

McQueen. The idea was always 

that of starting my own label, 

which I did once I moved back 

to China. I launched Georgette – 

named after myself – in 2012. 

Your brand aesthetic in three 

words.

Interesting, high quality – let’s 

make it count as one word shall 

we? – and semi-luxury [ED: 

that’s four].

STYLE SECRETS

MADE IN CHINA

Edited by Marianna Cerini / bjeditor@urbanatomy.com

Ah, spring! That time of the 

year when the days get longer, 

moods become chirpier and 

closets get injected with a good 

dose of color. ‘Tis the season to 

dare. And where better to inject 

that sense of daring than on your commute to work? This 

helmet (because taxis are strictly a winter thing) by French-

born, London-based graphic designer Camille Walala has 

been created exclusively for Lane Crawford as part of the 

retailer’s Global Traveler series, which includes a bunch of 

seriously hip getaway essentials. It’s whimsical, joyous and 

attention-grabbing; a little piece of pop art cool to match 

the sunny days outside. RMB5,000.

> Lane Crawford, 2 Jinchengfang Jie, Xicheng 西城区金城纺街2号 
(6622 0808, www.lanecrawford.com.cn)

McDonald’s has never inspired much in 

the way of style, but this year a few luxu-

ry brands are begging shoppers to take 

another look. From Chanel’s latest fall/

winter show in a phoney supermarket to 

Moschino’s models dressed like MCD’s 

employees and Charlotte Olympia’s 

Chinese takeaway-inspired bags, junk 

food is all the rage this season. With 

catwalks turning burgers and chocolate 

bars into the height of chic, this could 

be one of the hottest trends to be sport-

ing next season. Nonsense? Maybe. But 

forget the silliness of it all for a moment and look at these 

Asos iPhone 5 covers – a cheaper alternative to the de-

signers’ versions of fast food fashion. Aren’t they a hoot? 

Don’t they scream ‘junk chic’ to you? Yes. Yes they do. Best 

paired with a real Happy Meal. RMB138.

> www.asos.cn
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Georgette, Fashion Designer

Leather Love

Wacky Ride

Fast Fashion
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discreet cool. A constant force in fashion, 

the minimalist trend has been humming 

away determinedly in the background for 

years, quietly semaphoring the concept of 

serious, clean style. 

Here in Beijing, Li + U Workshop – 

run by a husband-and-wife duo with a 

passion for undecorated tailoring and 

precision-cut objects – has been chan-

neling the minimal mood with a range of 

leather products that carry the tag ‘Made 

in Beijing.’ This inspiring edit of subtle, 

chic and dynamic items are handmade in 

the couple’s open studio in Dashilar. Here, 

customers can catch the pair in action as 

they pick leather swatches, cut patterns 

and assemble beautifully unique bags, 

rucksacks and accessories.  

Following an aesthetic that owes a 

debt to the Muji-inspired approach to 

design, each tote is crafted in soft light 

brown or black tanned leather, boasting 

minimal lines and sleek, geometric shapes. 

Prices start at RMB35 for delicate key 

rings, while quirky, animal-shaped coin 

holders and wallets range from RMB98 to 

RMB168. Bags, which span clutches, mes-

senger totes, shoppers and rucksacks, are 

priced RMB860-4,680.

> 82 Yangmeizhu Xiejie, Xicheng  

西城区杨梅竹斜街39号 (qoqolook.taobao.com)

An angry Internet user on the opening of Abercrombie & Fitch in 
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in China. 

The arrival of the preppy brand known for, among other things, 

its conventional (some would say overpriced) clothes, racy ads, 

topless male staff and aversion to ‘uncool’ people of any kind (read: 

anyone who isn’t tall, slim and with a six-pack/long lush hair) has 

sparked rage across the Chinese web. 

Sadly for those indignant commentators – and that includes 

us – the retailer has announced plans to open over 100 new stores 

under its A&F and Hollister brands across the country within the 

next decade. Expect sightings of these hunky male models in a 

neighborhood near you soon.

“A&F is just another sign 
that unwanted rubbish 
brands with nowhere else 
to go come to China as a 
last resort. China, don’t save 
A&F. It‘s just not worth it”

UNDER THE LENS

The Hat Fairy
That would be Wang Shouying, a lady whose 

Weibo account “Wang Shouying is a Fairy” re-

cently rocketed to overnight stardom after she 

started posting pictures of her seriously odd-

ball fashion designs, including a dress made of 

pads-appliqué, a top crafted out of plastic bags 

and bizarre headpieces featuring precariously-

balanced plant pots, synthetic wrappings and 

foil. The eccentric creations seem to have found 

quite a few fans online, with many praising 

Wang for her “indescribable sense of abstract 

beauty.” Her account now has close to 30,000 

followers. She sure ain’t Philip Treacy but hey, 

that’s quite a lot of recognition for clothes and 

caps made of garbage. Hats off to that.

What kind of women do you 

design for?

I aim to cater to well-educated, 

well-traveled, independent 

women. A woman who knows 

what she wants.

How would you describe your 

own style? 

Indeterminate. When I was in 

London I used to go a bit crazy 

with what I wore – you know, 

as a fashion student you tend 

to try making a statement with 

your clothes. But since start-

ing Georgette, I’ve toned down 

the bold stylings somewhat. 

When you’re constantly work-

ing on your own collections and 

designing clothes, all you want 

is to be comfortable. I often just 

grab the easiest, frill-free thing 

in my closet. 

This year marked Georgette’s 

catwalk debut at China Fash-

ion Week. What did you make 

of it?

China Fashion Week gave me 

really good support. I met quite 

a few local buyers and stirred 

some attention. It was a very 

positive experience. 

What are your thoughts on 

China’s fashion scene?

I think the industry is still 

very much in its infancy here. 

Compared to other countries, 

we still only have a couple of 

styles and aesthetics that seem 

to resonate with the local mar-

ket. People like similar things; 

they’re wary about designs that 

are too edgy or weird. There 

isn’t much differentiation in 

terms of garments and trends. 

But then again, that takes time. 

Designers have to train con-

sumers, and consumers have to 

keep exploring on their own as 

well.

Any fellow Chinese designers 

whose work you admire? 

Chictopia, Xander Zhou, Masha 

Ma and Rico Au. I really enjoy 

and respect their work. 

What inspires you?

Everything! From friends and 

family to architecture, child-

hood memories and random 

thoughts. I’d say life is my main 

source of inspiration.

> To visit Georgette’s showroom, call 

8595 0257 or email georgette.qg@gmail.

com (www.la-georgette.com)
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